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i was having problems with a camera that i got from best buy. it was an ezip e310. i was getting a message that the camera needed a driver, but it could not find a driver. i found
that the ezip camera needed the asus camera driver, but it was not included in the asus camera driver for windows 7. so i installed the asus camera driver, rebooted, and my

camera was working. i also noticed that the camera was not in the right place on the toolbar, and the toolbar icons were missing. so i downloaded the ezip camera software and
reinstalled the ezip camera software. it did not fix the problem. also, the ezip camera software that came with the camera did not work. i had to reinstall it. i also tried downloading

the ezip software for my camera from the best buy website, but it did not work. not sure if this applies to the asus f3s but there is a switch on the side of the laptop. when the
switch is on, the camera will function. i couldn't find any drivers for it but it did work after i hit the switch on the side of the laptop i tried to install the latest one (00267) and as you

said, the system just crashed. the system does not shut down even by removing the plug. i tried to install it in safe mode, but the same issue. is there a way to recover the
previous version? what i need now is to find the previous driver version before installing the latest one. i have a d-link dwa130 and i need to use the latest driver for it, and in the
previous versions there is no additional file for this driver. i am using windows 7 professional. i have the same issue with the asus f3s. i tried to install the latest version but after
restart my laptop i get a black screen. i tried to install it in safe mode but the same thing happened. the only way i managed to access to my laptop is by removing the battery.
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